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Abstract
Traditional senderinitiated unicast protocols do not scale well for onetomany reliable multicast
due mainly to implosion caused by excessive rate of feedback packets arriving from receivers In
our previous work we showed that such problem can be circumvented by making the sender poll
the receivers at carefully planned timing instants so that the arrival rate of feedback packets is not
large enough to cause implosion However there are two compelling reasons for extending such at
protocol into a hierarchic version First given the amount of state per receiver necessary at the source
the at scheme cannot scale to thousands of receivers Secondly when the receivers of a group are
spread over a widearea network local error control and recovery may bring substantial gains in terms
of throughput reduced latency if recovery can be done by nearby receiver and network cost recovery
isolation In this paper we present prmp the extended hierarchic version of our pollingbased reliable
multicast In redesigning the protocol we take advantage of the pollingbased implosion avoidance
mechanism adapt the error and ow control mechanisms for the hierarchic case and nally add
both session and congestion controls We propose two congestion control mechanisms window and
ratebased and show their ecacy through simulation We comment on related protocols compare
but not evaluate As all prmp mechanisms are designed having network cost and throughput in
mind prmp can achieve reliable multicast with the same kind of reliability guarantees provided by
tcp but without incurring prohibitive costs in terms of network cost or recovery latency found in
other protocols
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 Introduction
The working principles behind reliable senderinitiated  onetoone unicast protocols such as tcp
are wellknown In this paper we attempt to extend them for onetomany multicast communication
and solve the scaleability and reliability problems encountered One such problem is that of implosion
which is an acute shortage of resources caused by the volume and synchrony of acknowledgements leading
to packet losses and increase in repair time or latency
One solution to minimize implosion losses is to take the receiverinitiated approach Protocols which take
this approach such as the Scaleable Reliable Multicast or srm 	 generally scale better because
 a
the processing burden is shifted to the receivers and b feedback packets are used only as retransmission
requests By eliminating obligatory positive acknowledgements for each data packet network cost is
reduced and so is the risk of implosion However these protocols are not entirely free from implosion

when the same losses are experienced by many receivers an avalanche of negative acknowledgements
known as nackimplosion can occur Further the senders lack of knowledge about the status of receivers
can aect the protocols ability to provide low latency These implications are to be discussed shortly
in detail In our earlier work  we took the senderinitiated approach to build a reliable protocol
and used polling to minimize implosion losses The protocol was developed for a at scheme in which
the sender sends to and receives from all receivers with no representative agents in between The
simulation analysis showed very encouraging results
 small implosion losses better throughput and low
network cost In this paper we extend this protocol for a tree structure in which the sender source
is a parent of only a subset of receivers child nodes and each of the sources children is the parent
of another subset of receivers and so on This treebased extension enables the protocol to scale for a
large number of receivers The extension has involved developing enhanced ow control schemes and
congestion control mechanisms both window and ratebased We also identify and solve new problems
that the pollbased approach can give rise to particularly in a treestructure The resulting protocol is
termed prmp
 pollbased reliable multicast protocol
prmp design is based on two central requirements First the existence of a multicast tree rooted at the
sender Secondly a parent must know the list of all its children Many scalable protocols in the literature
both treebased and at types such as rtmp rmtp  tmtp  srm 	 and pgm 
do not have this second requirement In these protocols one of the means of providing scalability is
to relieve the sender from having to maintain state about receivers thus making the senders state
be independent of the receiving group size However this lack of state about the receivers and the
communication in general has three consequences from reliability point of view These consequences
	
are also characteristics of receiverinitiated schemes hinted earlier One is that the sender is unable to
tell whether the communication with a particular receiver proceeds or terminates successfully In some
applications eg le transfer the user would expect to be informed of any errors in the communication
whether the le could not be transmitted to any destination A sender that keeps no or incomplete
state information about receivers cannot guarantee how many packets have been successfully delivered
and to how many receivers
The second consequence is that the source or parent cannot reliably estimate how long it should buer
a transmitted packet for possible retransmission If a parent cannot respond to a retransmission request
then the protocol cannot be fullyreliable So to guarantee full reliability the source and probably
every parent must preserve the data for a long time in the buers or have access to an external cache
or a disk In the case of disk storage the data has to be fetched and the required packet may have to
be reconstructed The parent must have access to all data transmitted during the entire session and
keep it for an arbitrarily long time after the last packet has been transmitted in order to respond to a
retransmission request from any receiver Even so a receiver may get permanently disconnected and the
sender will have to rely on other means of nding out
Finally the lack of state about the communication at the sender gives rise to problems in ow and
congestion control which can only be solved by sacricing throughput or network cost The following
intuitive argument is used to highlight this point In prmp a parent piggybacks whenever possible a
poll to a receiver onto the multicast data and a child responds only when being polled Upon receiving a
retransmission request a parent waits until such time when it can decide between unicast and multicast
for retransmitting the requested packet If the burden of recovering from a packet loss is shifted to
the child then making the parent wait to decide the optimal form of retransmission will require the
child to keep sending the retransmission request periodically until the requested packet is received This
repetitive transmissions of request is to account for the worst case scenario that the requests sent earlier
may not have reached the parent Thus in normal situations a child with small rtt wastes bandwidth
and increases the risk of implosion while the sender is waiting to hear from distant children To avoid
this waste the parent must unicast or multicast a packet as soon as a request for it arrives Network
bandwidth will be wasted when few or many children miss a given packet and the retransmission is
done via multicast or unicasts respectively srm permits any able child to respond to retransmission
requests thus reducing the processing burden at the parent This requires the request to be multicast
and measures such as carefully designed backo timers to minimize implosion of requests To operate
the timers eectively each receiver needs to keep state information about every other receiver

Our analysis of the design implications of the scalable protocols in the literature led us to believe that
there are many hidden costs when a parent keeps little information about its children So prmp has
been designed not taking this traditional route A parent maintains sucient amount of data for each of
its children and this knowledge is exploited to oer higher reliability and better performance We show
through simulations that this design choice allows prmp to achieve fully reliable wan multicasting with
low network cost and high throughput
The paper is organized as follows
 in the next section we provide an overview of the at scheme in section
 the extended treebased version of the protocol is given simulation results are discussed in section 
which is followed by related work in section  and concluding remarks in section 
 Overview of Flat Scheme
The essence of the prmp is to employ a polling mechanism for implosion control The sender piggybacks
polling requests for a subset of receivers when a poll is due onto the data packets being multicast to the
receivers To avoid implosion response packets resp sent by polled receivers should ideally arrive at
the sender at no more than a given rate and in a uniform manner no peaks To achieve this despite a
potentially heterogeneous set of roundtrip times the mechanism plans the arrivals of response packets
by carefully planning the timing of the transmission of polling requests Each polling request elicits
responses from a subset of the receivers Time is divided into xed periods denoted as epochs Each
epoch can accommodate the arrival of a certain maximum number of responses without giving rise to
implosion losses The transmission times of polling requests is carefully planned so that the number of
expected feedback arrivals within each epoch will not exceed the safe maximum To compute the arrival
time of responses the sender continually estimates the rtt of receivers To keep the state information
minimal the sender has at any time at most one poll planned for a given receiver after that poll has
been sent another poll is planned when data is subsequently sent to the receiver If there is no data to
be sent probably due to closed window small control packets poll packets are sent instead to the
receivers that need to be polled Each polling request sent has associated a retransmission timeout in
order to avoid indenite waiting of responses If there is a retransmission timeout repolls for the set
of receivers which have failed to respond are planned with a higher priority
The error and ow control are windowbased Each bit in a window represents a xedsize data block and
corresponds to a data packet sequence number Sender and receivers employ the same xed window size
ws Each receiver keeps a receiving window rw with status regarding the reception of packets

and consumption of data by an upperlevel receiver Each rw is delimited by a left and a right edge
rwle and rwre respectively rwle slides forward when received data packets are consumed
by the upperlayer If a packet is missing the next one cannot be consumed

 and the progress of
rwle is blocked rwre represents the largest sequence number of a data packet which can be received

rwrerwlews
The sender on its turn keeps a set of sending windows one sending window sw	i
 per receiver which
is abstracted as a single window sw The status about a given receiver in sw is updated when
a response is received from that receiver sw is similarly delimited by left and right edges swle
and swre and is comprised of the latest representation of all rw statuses plus swhs indicat
ing the highest sequence transmitted so far The swle is minsw	i
le and swre is the largest
transmittable sequence number dened as swreswlews All polling requests carry the highest
sequence sent so far pollhs and receivers use it to update the highest sequence received rwhr
rwhrmaxrwhr pollhs note that as polls carry sequence hs and packets can be lost or re
ordered a receiver may have rwhrseq even though packet seq has not been received A resp sent
by a receiver in response to poll contains
 resprw which is a copy of rw timestamp respts set to
pollts which is the senders timestamp for poll Upon receiving resp the sender interprets all s up
to resprwhr as nacks The transmission of new data is restricted by the size of the eective window
swew swewswreswhs and packet transmission both data and poll is throttled according
to an interpacket gap ipg
In prmp whenever the sender receives a resp from a receiver it estimates the rtt between itself and
the receiver Using these estimates it determines two values for that receiver
 rto the timeout used
for detecting the loss of polling responses and rtt plan the rtt value used for anticipating expected
arrival time of responses in planning the poll rtt rto is determined to account for the variations in the
rtt estimates by using the scheme in 	 rtt plan is merely a smoothed value of the most recent rtt
estimate
 rtt plan rtt plan  rtt estimate with  set to  The rationale is that
rtt plan should indicate as accurately as possible the existing rtt when the planned poll is sent and
that there is little advantage in trying to overestimate rtt plan as rto is done when rtt estimates
vary considerably
In the initial stages of the communication when the sender has not had any measurement no resp yet
from receivers rto is set to s Further no poll planning is carried out during the startup period and
the implosion control measure during this period is restricted to ensuring that there are no more than

we assumed data needs to be delivered to the application in the order it was sent

two outstanding pollrepoll for a given child Once the rst resp arrives from a child rtt plan for that
child is initialized to the rtt estimate and the planning for that child commences Note that implosion
avoidance may not be eective during the initial stages of the communication and losses are possible
However the slowstart scheme employed as a part of congestion control is relied on to minimize the
losses
The protocol architecture is organized as a set of threads and queues One thread takes data from the
application and enqueues data to be transmitted in a transmission queue txq Another thread
consumes entries from txq at every ipg and carries out the transmission For transmissions containing
a polling request an event entry is added to a timeout queue toq which is ordered by expiration
time Receivers that receive such polling request respond immediately by sending a resp packet resp
packets are received by a thread dedicated to feedback handling For a given packet seq this thread
waits until the number of nacks exceeds a threshold mcast thresh or every receiver has either
responded to or timed out on poll pollhsseq It then decides whether retransmission be done by a
single multicast or multiple unicasts poll packets do not join txq
 they are generated only if the txq
becomes empty and there are polling requests due for transmission A more detailed description of the
protocol architecture can be found in 
 Hierarchical Protocol
The treebased schemes generally scale well for reliable multicast  because the responsibility for reli
able delivery is placed not solely on the source but also on every parent in the tree This decentralization
of responsibility results in three major advantages that help promote scalability

 status 
 the amount of protocol status which the source needs to keep about receivers is reduced
 implosion avoidance
 the amount of feedback packets owing to the source reduces as the number
of receivers the source directly parents reduces
 localized error control 
 allows a receiver to recover losses from a nearby parent node rather than
from the distant sender thus speeding up recovery and reducing the network cost
In prmp case the tree structure is used not only for error recovery but also for propagation of data In
other words a child not only sends its responses to its immediate parent but also receives data from
its parent That is the source multicasts the data only to its immediate children each of these children

forward via multicast the data it received to its immediate children and so on The motivation for this
treebased propagation of data is twofold

 polling mechanism
 when a parent node multicasts data to its children it can piggyback the polling
requests to selected children and thereby avoid the overhead of sending explicit poll packets
 localized ow and congestion control 
 when a parent node is in charge of forwarding packets to its
children it can swiftly adjust the transmission rate if a child appears to be experiencing congestion
losses In other words since a parent does both forwarding of data and receiving feedback it is in
a better position to detect and deal with congestion more quickly and eectively
Figure  illustrates an example of the treebased structure in prmp The prmp nodes taking part in
a given transfer are denoted as protocol agents and they interact with each other according to an
established hierarchical organization a previously setup tree A given node is uniquely identied in the
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 Example depicting node types and roles
hierarchy as As where s is a string which describes its path from the root The root is denoted as A
and the  is not explicit in s Thus A is the second child of A and the rst child of A	 is
denoted as A	 the second A etc At the root of the tree is the source agent which takes
data produced by the sending end of an application and multicasts this data to its immediate child
agent nodes A A	 and A A child agent can be either a leaf A	 or an internal such
as A and A node agent of the tree In the latter case the child will be a parent agent of one or
more child agents as A is parent to A and A	
The source has only sending role and leaf nodes only receiving roles An internal node has both sending
and receiving roles which share a buer of size ws It may also have to deliver data to an upper
layer or application It is responsible for reliable transmission forwarding of packets it received to

its immediate child nodes and autonomously applies error control ow control and congestion control
in such communication
The windowbased protocol described in section 	 extends elegantly for the hierarchical case
 sending and
receiving is mostly unchanged for the root and leaf agents However in an internal node As as buers
are shared and the receiving window Asrw indicating the status of packets from Ass parent
advances in synchrony with the sending window Assw which indicates the receptionconsumption of
packets at Ass children
Below we address the main aspects involved in extending the protocol of section 	 for a treebased
scheme
Forwarding Packets
Data received by an internal agent As is forwarded to Ass children denoted as As When a
data packet with sequence number seq is received by As if the packet also contains a polling request
a response is transmitted immediately If another data packet with the same sequence has been received
earlier and this is a duplicate or retransmission then the duplicate is discarded otherwise the data is
stored in packet buers In the latter case rw is updated accordingly


The sending role on its turn checks whether the data indicated by seq may be forwarded to As
This check involves verifying whether all child agents are known to have buers to receive this new
transmission if Asswreseq If seq cannot be transmitted now As will check again whenever
Asswre slides forward which is prompted by the arrival of feedback from child agents
Recall that Asswre indicates the largest sequence number of transmittable data from As It is
moved forward when all children of As report that some of previously sent packets have been consumed
and hence released locally To distinguish between forwarded and nonforwarded data As records
in a transmission table txt the sending time

for each packet seq AsswleseqAsrwre
When Asrw slides txt also slides to include new data packets and the transmission time of each
new entry is initially set to  to indicate that As has not forwarded the packet yet
Error Control
In the at scheme a  bit for seq in resprw indicates a loss only if the poll which elicited this
resp packet was sent after or along with the packet seq itself The relative order in sending seq and

by setting the bit which represents the data packet received

it rst records the enqueing time which is later updated with the actual transmission time

poll was easily deduced from resprwhr the highest sequence seen so resprw	seq
 indicates
a loss only if seqresprwhr This deduction caters for network packet reordering but assumes
sequential multicast of packets by the sender In the storeandforward hierarchic scheme however it is
possible that an internal agent As sends packets out of order If As receives seq before seq if
and seqAsswre transmission allowed then As may

end up forwarding seq before seq
Therefore the above method of using resprwhr to identify nacks is not correct since packets with
seqresprwhr may not have been transmitted So in the hierarchic version the entries of txt and
respts are used instead for nack identication
 As considers resprw	seq
 as a nack only if
resptstxt	seq
 Recall that respts is a copy of pollts the timestamp of As for poll which
prompted resp to be sent
All remaining aspects of the error control mechanism as described in  including the collection of
nacks to determine whether unicast or multicats retransmission is eective are preserved in the hierarchic
version
Flow Control
A child agent may be overrun by packets from its parent agent if the latter transmits faster than the former
can take Buers at a child agent can get full if for example the upper layer is slow to consume received
packets and this can cause new packets to be discarded on arrival To prevent an agent As overrunning
its child agents As will transmit packets only if it knows that the new packets can be stored in all of
its child agents As The prmp ow control mechanism achieves this by tying the advance of Assw
with the consumption of data at child agents As much like tcp New packets are transmitted only
when the eective window Asswew calculated as Asswew  AsswreAsswhs is
greater than zero
As illustrated in Figure  an internal agent As has two windows rw and sw While performing its
receiving role As maintains Asrw to indicate the packets yet to be consumed by its own upper
layer and the packets to be received to ll up the holes in the stream of ordered delivery of packets
To perform error recovery and ow control during its sending role it maintains Assw to indicate the
forwarded packets that are not yet fully acked by its children Recall that As includes a copy of
its rw in the resp it sends to its parent Ap which in turn uses the received resprw to update the
element of its Apsw that corresponds to As That is resprw of As informs Ap the packets
As wishes to nack and also the availability or unavailability of buer spaces for further transmission

if seq is enqueued in txq before seq is actually transmitted then seq and seq will be reordered in the txq and
seq transmitted rst

from Ap The buer unavailability in As is determined not only by the packets that remain
unconsumed or unconsumable in As but also by the number of packets which are not fully acked by
As nfacked and hence should be retained by As for possible retransmission The need to
preserve nfacked packets causes As to compute rwre slightly dierently to the approach rwre 
rwlews taken by the root or a leaf node
Like a leaf node As computes rwle to be the latest consumed like the root it computes swre 
minsw	i
re and swle  minsw	i
le When swlerwle As counts the number of packets in
the range swle  rwle which are not fully acked These packets cannot be discarded by As let
their number be jnfackedj They reduce the window size of As towsjnfackedj from the point of view
of receiving new packets from Ap So Asrwre is computed as Asrwre  Asrwlews
jnfackedj As packets get consumed locally and fully acked rw of As slides forward The sw of
As slides forward as feedback packets received by As indicate the sliding of rw of As
prmps ow control mechanism ensures that if a given receiver falls back there will be backpressure
towards the root agent so that if the problem persits for long enough the root will be eventually blocked
by its sending window Aswew and the sending application will not be able to produce more
data as the receivers cannot take more for the moment
The Nagging Parent Syndrome
In tcp when a receiver is unable to take more packets because its buers are full data has not been
consumed by the application the window advertised to the sender drops to  The sender will keep
polling the receiver for every rtt until some data is consumed and the advertised window grows When
data consumption rate is very small compared to rtt many packets may be unnecessarily exchanged
between sender and receiver As prmp adopts a ow control scheme similar to tcp the sender keeps
polling every rtt any child whose buers are reported to be full The child reports a full buer through
a window full of s which is characterized in sw	i
 of the parent As as neare where nea
represents the next expected acknowledgment from the child In other words all the transmittable
packets in Assw have been transmitted and acknowledged by As but As has no space to
receive new data Since As can multicast no additional data it polls the slow As once every rtt
until Asrw slides That is the parent As nags the slow child As until the desired response
is received When the rtt is short a packet pair once per rtt for each blocked child can represent a
signicant overhead
In the at scheme this nagging syndrome occurs when the upper layer in one or more receivers is slow
to consume the received data In the hierarchical scheme it can also be caused by grandchildren such

as A in Figure 	 that are slow to consume andor to fully acknowledge the packets sent by the
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 Example of scenario where the nagging syndrome may appear
parent When the upper layer of A is slow A is blocked from sending new packets and has to
report a window full of s to A The child nodes A can be slow to fully ack the packets from
A for three reasons First one or more nodes in A may be experiencing frequent losses due to
a congested router or a malfunctioning link Secondly the rate in which A can safely without
implosion losses receive responses can be low andor the number of child nodes As is relatively large
In these circumstances A may take a long time for A to receive feedback from all its children and
hence Asw may progress slowly The third reason can be the latency between A and A being
very large compared to the latency between A and A This disparity in latency at two successive
levels of the tree causes A to receive the required acknowledgments from A more slowly even
in the absence of network problems than it can acknowledge its parent A leading to the nagging of
A by A
prmp prevents the nagging syndrome with a simple mechanism which delays the planning of pollings to a
child that keeps reporting full buers Normally the parent would plan a poll to the child upon receipt of
a response indicating full buers at the child With the delaying mechanism active however the parent
will schedule a poll planning for that child applying some given delay When the time is due the parent
will process the event by planning a new poll for that child if this child is not already with a planned
polling because conditions changed If again the child responds with full buers the delay is backedo
exponentially or until it reaches a maximum limit and the process repeated The initial delay time is
set to an arbitrarily low default value eg 	 ms

Congestion Control
prmp embodies two distinct congestion control schemes
 windowbased and ratebased In both cases
congestion is detected in the same way through losses reported by receivers Congestion control actions
are triggered to reduce the network load whenever a packet is rst nacked  when a packet becomes fully
acked each mechanism allows a slight increase in the network load The mechanisms dier in the way
they attempt to achieve the right load The loss of poll and resp packets leading to a retransmission
timeout does not induce any actions by the congestion control mechanism for the loss of a resp does
not represent the loss of any data prmp can however be congured to be more conservative and react
on timeout as well
The windowbased mechanism is a general adaptation of Jacobsons scheme 	 The transmission of
packets is restricted by a congestion window cwnd in sw cwnd is subject to multiplicative decrease
when a packet in sw becomes nacked that is when a packet loss is rst reported to the parent To
probe for bandwidth which may have become available cwnd is additively increased by  whenever a
packet becomes acked in sw that is fully acknowledged Because prmp employs selective retransmis
sion only those packets in sw which are not acked are counted as outstanding data Let facked
be the number of fully acked packets in the range swneaswhs Recall that ow control dictates
that swre the largest transmittable packet is computed as minsw	i
re The windowbased con
gestion control mechanism alters the way swre is calculated with congestion control swre becomes
swreminsw	i
re swnea  ceilcwnd  facked prmp employs fast recovery applying slow
start only at the beginning of a session
 cwnd is initially set to  and while in slow start cwnd grows
exponentially as packets get acked cwnd incremented by one for every fully acked packet Like in
tcp cwnd varies between  packet and ws packets
We now describe the ratebased mechanism One of the protocol parameters ipg determines the mini
mum time that should elapse between any successive packet transmissions prmp varies the transmission
rate varies ipg more precisely to apply control congestion and varies ipg in the same manner as the
windowbased scheme
 multiplicative increase of ipg when congestion is detected and additive increase
of ipg when no loss is observed Assuming that a window of ws packets is transmitted and acknowl
edged the mechanism increases the loadrate in  packet for the next rtt transmission cycle Similar
to increasing cwnd by  the ipg is recomputed as if ws packets were to be sent in the next rtt so
that more packets are sent within the same time interval increasing the transmission rate To emulate
this behavior with a gradual increase after fully ack the sender computes the new transmission rate
as new rateold ratertt maxws where rtt max is the dynamically computed maximum
	
rtt between the parent and its children A minimum value for the ipg ipg min can be set by the
user in order to limit the bandwidth taken by the transmission For multiplicative decrease at sign of
congestion a packet in sw becomes nacked ipg is backedo with
 ipgminipg rtt max
Session Control
The attempt to provide fullreliability can lead to blocking at the source when a particular agent per
sistently fails to respond to the polls sent to it Without responses from a problematic agent the sws of
all parents up to the source do not progress preventing transmission of new data To cope with this a
parent removes the problematic agent if the latter fails to respond to a congurable number of consecutive
polls sent It then informs its parent of this removal and the information thus gets passed on upwards
along the tree towards the source which can inform the application of the nodes that are not guaranteed
to have received the full data
The at scheme oers two levels of reliability
 the sender closes the session after all receivers are known
to have R received all packets or R	 consumed all packets R	 provides stronger guarantees to
the multicasting application since a receiving application or node may crash between reception and
consumption of packets Implementing both these levels requires that the receivers do not terminate
the session until the sender is known to have received their nal response which is reception in R
or consumption in R	 of all data In the hierarchic version each of these reliability levels has two
sublevels
 the source or a parent node closes the session only after a all its immediate children are
known to have received or consumed all data or b all nodes in the tree or the subtree rooted at itself
are known to have received or consumed all data Implementation requirements for both a and b
are that a parent node will send the nal response to its immediate parent only after it has received a
similar response from all its children and in case of R	 after all data have been consumed locally a node
terminates the session only after it knows that its nal response is received by its parent node Thus
prmp oers four types of reliability at session control level The simulation results reported in the next
section are for providing R	b that is the sender terminates the session only after learning directly
and indirectly that all receiving application nodes have closed their connection
 Simulation
We have analyzed a prototype of our protocol in a simulated network environment The limited net
work model employed in  was extended to support spatially and temporally correlated losses 

congestion and other topological issues The model also permits to better evaluate the implosion con
trol mechanism including the eect of heterogeneous uctuating roundtrip times in the pollplanning
mechanism The network is dened as a set of interconnected network nodes Network nodes contain
limitedsize buers ie queues and bounded processing rates ie maximum rate in which elements
are consumed from each queue For any queue a packet is only added to the tail of the queue if
the maximum queue size Qsize will not be exceeded otherwise the packet is dropped Each queue is
limited both by the amount of bytes it stores and the number of packets it contains Each packet has a
destination address which may be a unicast or multicast address Each node is uniquely identied by a
ctitious network address which is derived from the data distribution multicast tree hierarchy
Each network node has an incoming queue see Figure  which contains packets that have arrived
at the node but have not yet been dealt with Packets are consumed from the head of incoming in a
fifo basis with a maximum rate of T
rout
see Table  for the parameters used If the node is a host
Parameter Value
T
rout
ms
T
pack
ms
T
resp
ms
T
cons
ms
err  

 bytes
Qsize min
 bytes  packets
Table 
 Network parameters
and the packet is addressed to it the unimulticast address of the packet matches the id of the host
then the packet is enqueued into the delivery queue As its name suggests the delivery queue
contains the packets to be delivered to the local transportlevel agent Recall that a prmp agent may
have a sending role a receiving role or both The receiving role of an agent consumes from delivery
queue packets which were sent by the parent with maximum rate of T
pack
 the sending role of an
agent consumes from delivery queue resp packets which were sent by its children with maximum
rate of T
resp
 Data packets which become consumable at the prmp agent are passed in sequence to
the local application under its request The rate in which data is consumed by the application is limited
by the parameter T
cons

A packet being consumed from incoming may be replicated into one or more of the outgoing queues
each outgoing queue is associated with one link A packet is forwarded into one or more of the outgoing
queues according to its destination address Packets are consumed from each outgoing in a fifo basis
no red or fairqueueing from each queue according to the bandwidth and latency associated with the
corresponding link

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Figure 
 Schematic view of a simulated host
We can now dene the simulated network as a set of network nodes either hosts or routers which are
interconnected by communication links forming an arbitrary tree with the source at the root The main
dierence between a host and a router is that the former may have a prmp transport agent running part
of the prmp tree while the latter only routes packets Both hosts and routers share the same conceptual
routing abstraction In hosts which contain a prmp agent there may be an applicationlevel receiver to
consume the data in the simulation results presented this was always the case Each communication
link is pointtopoint and bidirectional and has a xed propagation time in ms bandwidth in bitss
and corruption rate in percentage of bytes This per link perbyte corruption rate was inuenced by
the analysis of tcp trac done by Paxson  who found an average of 	 of packets get corrupted
in endtoend transfers through tcp
The Imaginary Tree Topology
For our simulations we have employed an imaginary tree topology as dened in  The topology
is general enough to capture some of the properties expected in wan multicast Figure  illustrates the
tree topology and the set of agents which comprise the prmp tree in this work we do not address the
topological allocation of agents to hosts Latencies for each link are represented in the Figure  those
who not shown are  ms For the tree in Figure  we have examined four dierent network scenarios as
shown in Table 	
For each of these four scenarios three prmp tree allocations were examined For space limitations we

Name Description
N no loss zero corruption losses at all links err  
N default losses default corruption losses err at all links
N lossy receiver as N but link leading to A	 has err  
N bottleneck router as N but router leading to A has buers reduced to 	 bytes
Table 	
 Network scenarios
will report only the most representative one
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Figure 
 Imaginary multicast tree made of hosts routers and pointtopoint links
Input Variables
The default chosen for simulation are listed in the Table  unless otherwise noted these values were
used We now explain the rationale behind the choice for the main inputs beginning with ws value As
pointed out in  senderinitiated schemes like prmp need acks from receivers in order to make progress
in the transmission prmp reduces the amount of feedback so that implosion losses are avoided but
still the sending window has to advance relying on whatever feedback received This increases the strain
over buer requirements in comparison with tcp
 more packets have to be buered in order to fullll
the bandwidth available If the window closes poll packets are sent instead increasing the network
cost An ideal value for ws is not trivial to determine it will depend on factors which include the rtts

Input Variable Name Value
window size ws  packets
data block size block size  bytes
transmission size dp  data blocks
group size gs  receivers
interpacket gap ipg ms
epoch length el ms
response rate rr  resps
uni vs multicast threshold mcast thresh 
Table 
 Protocol inputs used in the simulation
involved the number of children error rates and the response rate In Figure  we show the impact of
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Figure 
 Window size vs percentage maximum throughput pmt for the network congurations N
N	 N and N
ws into the percentage maximum throughput pmt relative to the maximum transmission rate given
by ipg The transmission size dp was set to  that is the sender has  MB of data to multicast
The optimal value for ws that is the knee of the curve lies around  packets for all four scenarios
The interpacket transmission gap or ipg determines the maximum transmission rate The eective
transmission rate depends on the window progress and on the availability of data to be sent If rate
based congestion control is used the userprovided ipg is only the initial value the user can provide
a minimum ipg limit as well ipgmin If windowbased congestion control is used the userdened
ipg will remain constant and the protocol will adapt the window size through the cwnd to match
network conditions Besides being a transmission rate the value of ipg is important for the timing of the

polling mechanism
 polling requests either piggybacked or in poll packets can only be sent only at ipg
intervals If the ipg approximates or grows much larger than epoch length el than polling requests will
be often delayed beyond their planned sending time This phenomena can increase implosion losses
On the other hand if the ipg is too small then the ner granularity of polling reduces the number of
receivers that can be polled simultaneously resulting in an increase in the number of poll packets
The epoch length el aects the uniformity of expected response arrivals the larger the el the more
responses will be allowed within a single epoch and the more likely a given response would arrive within
the epoch planned When a large number of responses expected within a given epoch arrive concentrated
at some point within the epoch it could lead to buer overow Thus while the accuracy of poll
planning is upheld with increase in el losses might gradually appear with its increase With small el
ipg can become relatively large which as discussed earlier can lead to implosion losses as well
Finally the response rate rr set for each node should not exceed the network or host capacity of
dealing with feedback generated by receivers A conservative estimate was used in this simulation namely
rr responsess 	 lower than the capacity associated with each host In actual networks this
will vary between nodes and may be dicult to determine In processing feedbacks the bottleneck in
our scenario corresponds to the T
resp
 ms period which has to elapse between the processing of two
successive resp packets By varying rr we nd that in the tested environment losses start right before
the bottlenecks capacity
Evaluation of Mechanism to Avoid the Nagging Syndrome
To evaluate the ecacy of the mechanism to avoid the nagging syndrome we changed the default con
guration to make the applicationlevel receivers behave as the bottleneck in the data ow Recall that
T
cons
is the time it takes for an application to consume a data block from its local agent T
cons
is now
increased to ms so that the consumption becomes much slower than the rate in which packets are
made available for consumption In this scenario a child agent is likely to require extra polls from its
parent because of ow control Table  illustrates the dierence with and without the mechanism active
in terms of a overhead from pairs of pollresp packets which were only required because a full buer
was reported and b the percentage of the maximum throughput pmt Note that with T
cons
set to
ms the maximum achievable throughput is  or  data blocks per second so the maximum
attainable pmt is only  which is achieved when the mechanism is switched o When the mechanism
is active the backos reduce the pmt in  because it takes longer to a parent to learn of the change in
status occurred at a child Table  shows that the packet overhead from polls was signicantly reduced

by the mechanism while the reduction in throughput is very marginal
run poll overhead pmt
without mechanism  packets 
with mechanism on 	 packets 

Table 
 Avoiding the Nagging Parent Syndrome
Congestion Control Evaluation
Congestion and implosion can be both attributed to losses caused by buer overow though implosion
is also related to contention in sharedmedia networks In this simulation packets can be lost only
because of corruption or buer overow We classify buer overow losses in three types
 a implosion
feedback packets which are dropped at the sending host b congestion
 any packets which are dropped
in nonendnodes ie routers and hosts acting like routers and c overrun
 data packets which are
lost either at the sending endhost before being transmitted or the receiving endhost before being
delivered or feedback packets which are generated by the receiving role of an agent but are immediately
discarded because there was an overow in the incoming queue
To evaluate the congestion control mechanism in face of uctuations in the network load we performed
an experiment with scenario N by introducing articial load into a router for a signicant part of the
transmission The chosen router is the one parenting A	 at the bottom of the tree in Figure 
and it aects receiving of packets by A	 from A and by A	 and A		 from A	 To
verify how the congestion control mechanism reacts we monitor the value of cwnd for windowbased
congestion control or ipg for ratebased at A Congestion is induced at the router by increasing
its load four times
 Qsize drops to the minimum of 	 bytes and  packets and T
rout
increases to
ms The packets which are already stored in the router before the load increase do not get aected and
are forwarded normally in other words the new shorter buer size limit only applies to packets arriving
after the change In this experiment the sender has  data blocks to transmit dp under a
window size of  packets ws
The graphs of Figure  show how the windowbased mechanism at A reacts when congestion is induced
at time s triggered when A transmits packet  and released at s when A transmits
packet  Initially cwnd started at  and grew exponentially slow start up to its maximum value
ws At s cwnd rapidly drops to 	 or  packets The ensuing uctuation in cwnd indicates a pattern
of probing the network for new available load increasing until there are losses and then falling back again
This continues up to time s when the induced congestion stops and additive increase makes cwnd

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Figure 
 Variation of cwnd in A in response to the induced congestion gure a shows the complete
transmission and b zooms the interval s
	
to grow up to  packets the transmission ends while cwnd is still growing Each packet loss caused
by congestion is shown through a dot along the line x Congestion losses occurred only during the
time when congestion was induced
The graphs of Figure  depict the ratebased congestion control mechanism in action through the value of
ipg in A In this simulation the ipgmin was set to the initial ipg ms one consequence is that the
ipg starts at ms and remains like that despite the absence of losses This prevents any sender in the
tree to increase the transmission rate beyond  packetss though probing and subsequent rate increase
can potentially improve throughput it would also eventually lead to packet losses and hence this was
not pursued Consequently losses only occur when the induced congestion kicks in at s each loss is
represented by a dot along the line x The ipg backso to over ms thus limiting the transmission
rate to a maximum of 	 packetss and then recovers up to ms which matches the current network
capacity given by the congested router Note that the ipg grows to such large value  because four
consecutive losses occur at around s shown by a cluster of dots seen at s in Figure b At s
when the right load is reached the ipg uctuates mildly around ms with very few losses occurring
Afterwards losses cease and ipg is subject to additive decrease
In Table  we provide a numerical evaluation of the congestion control mechanisms The three possible
cases were tested
 no congestion control windowbased and ratebased Table  shows the following
values
 cong is the number of congestion losses experienced at the congested router throughput is the
application throughput for R	b type session control ie when all tree nodes have closed measured in
Kbps polls is the total number of poll packets sent in the whole of the communication Additionally
the network cost is presented in two components
 np the relative cost in packets and bw the relative
cost in bandwidth np is calculated as the sum of number of packets traversing each link divided by the
product of the number of links and dp bw is computed like np counting the number of bytes traversing
each link instead of the number of packets The ideal values for bw and np are approximately  as
the data block size is  bytes and  respectively
congestion control scheme cong throughput polls np bw
No Congestion Control 
 	 Kbps  blockss 	  	
WindowBased Congestion Control 
 	 Kbps 
 blockss  
 

RateBased Congestion Control  
 Kbps  blockss 
 	 


Table 
 Comparison between congestion control options
First of all note that the two congestion control mechanisms greatly reduce the amount of losses in
comparison to the rst case where there is no congestion control in  for windowbased and in 
for ratebased Because both mechanisms seek to obtain a fair utilization of the network the senders
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Figure 
 Variation of ipg in A in response to the induced congestion a shows the complete trans
mission and b zooms to the interval s
		
contribution to the network load is reduced and so is its throughput In the rst case A keeps on
sending packets and is only blocked by the window which closes more often due to the losses with
window or ratebased mechanisms the throughput is reduced by  and  respectively compared
to the rst case
The network cost also varies with the mechanisms used and this happens according to factors with
opposite eects
 one because there are fewer losses fewer retransmissions are required and therefore
the cost is reduced two in both congestion control mechanisms the number of poll packets required
may increase for reasons which dier between the two mechanisms as explained below When the
windowbased mechanism closes the window with cwnd it does not prevent the transmission of poll
packets so pending polling requests are sent in polls since data cannot be transmitted The ratebased
mechanism may also increase the number of poll packets in dierent circumstances
 when probing for
new load the ipg is reduced until there are losses or ipgmin is reached decrease in ipg causes separate
poll packets to be sent to individual receivers as opposed to a single poll to multiple receivers as
explained earlier One eect cancels the other and there seems to be no advantage in terms of network
cost when using either congestion control scheme As these poll packets are small the bandwidth cost
reduces when congestion control is used
Flat vs Hierarchic
In our nal set of experiments we observe whether prmp delivers the potential gains of its hierarchic
scheme ie the distributed error ow and congestion control Recall that in the prmp hierarchic
scheme packets are reliably forwarded between nodes of the tree so the minimum recovery time for a
packet from a receivers pointofview is one rtt between the receiver and its parent which corresponds
to the time required for the propagation of a response and the resulting retransmission Recovery times
are therefore reduced when recovery is provided by the nearby parent instead of the source
The gain in recovery times and network cost due to localized recovery is determined by the following
factor 
 the ratio of rtt between a lossy child and its parent to the rtt between the lossy child and
the source When the source is the parent  has its maximum value  The smaller the  is the higher
is the gain In the simulations performed the higher the loss rate in links at the bottom levels of the
tree the higher the gain obtained with local recovery For example if the link incoming to A is
faulty and corrupting packets the losses experienced by A can be quickly recovered by A
which is nearby this potential gain is due to small   	 rtts considering link latencies only ie
 For losses at the link incident at A  is four times larger
 	 or  local recovery less
	
eective In contrast to these two cases the  value for losses experienced by A is  as each loss
must be recovered with a retransmission by the source A itself
Below we provide simulations results to compare two dierent agent allocations
 at and hierarchic given
by Figure  In the at conguration all  receivers in the group are parented directly by the source
A Table  summarizes results for the scenarios N to N considering the default input values listed in
Table  windowbased congestion control was used in both cases In the at scheme the source parents
Hierarchic Losses throughput pmt np bw Flat Losses throughput pmt np bw
N  	 Kbps 
   N  	 Kbps   

N  		 Kbps    N 
  Kbps  
 	
N 	 	 Kbps 
 
 	 N 	 	
 Kbps   	
N	  	 Kbps   	
 N	 	  Kbps   
Table 
 Comparison between hierarchic and at allocation of receivers
all receivers so it takes longer to poll all children at least once further the source has to wait longer
to receive a response from a distant child These delays cause the window at the source to close more
often aecting the throughput So the gain of localized error and ow control allows the pmt of the
hierarchic scheme in all four scenarios to be superior to those of the at scheme as indicated by the
columns throughput The gain in pmt between hierarchic and at is higher in N	 than in N because
there are losses in N	 This is even more apparent between N	 and N
 with a lossy receiver in N the
hierarchic case achieves over six times the throughput of the at case and with little more than half its
network cost In N the throughputs were similar as the bottleneck router was the dominant factor
However the advantage in throughput of the hierarchic case is not without a cost Apart from the
scenario N the nps of the at scheme were always smaller thus better than those of the hierarchic
scheme This is due to the overhead of doing storeandforward of packets
 whenever a parent agent is
not upstream in the multicast tree in regards to its agent children all data addressed to the parent agent
will traverse twice at least one link For example in Figure  for the path AA all data
incoming to A will traverse twice the path which is shared between AA and AA
The storeandforward impact on network cost can be identied by the dierence in np between at and
hierarchic in the N scenario For N the lossy receiver requires so many retransmissions from the distant
As in the at scheme that the np far exceeds that of the hierarchic one despite the storeandforward
overhead of the latter
This replicated traversal of storeandforward also accounts for the increased number of losses in the
hierarchic scheme for the bottleneck scenario N This is because the extra trac generated by the
storeandforward ows through the bottleneck router recall that in N the router that parents A is
	
permanently congested has only 	 bytes in total This router lies in the path AA and also
in AA
 Related Work
We have chosen rmtp  and srm 	 as two representative protocols for comparative analysis The
comparison is limited only to the design aspects of the protocols and their implications and is not
done in terms of performance measurements The similarities between prmp and rmtp are
 both aim
to achieve full reliability use tree structure for scalability employ windowbased ow and congestion
control and decide judiciously between multiple unicast and multicast for retransmission of packets The
major dierence between these protocols lies in the way the source or a parent node deduces whether
all of its children have received a transmitted packet This deduction is important to guarantee full
reliability The dierent approaches taken to achieve this deduction make the design of prmp and rmtp
very distinct
prmp takes a membershipbased approach
 the source or a parent node has the list of all its immediate
children and a child is polled until its status is fully known a persistently irresponsive receiver ceases
to be a child This approach makes it dicult though not impossible for prmp to cope with dynamic
multicast memberhip and to handle the failures of an internal node On the other hand it helps avoid
feedback implosion be more eective in window management and increase throughput in transmitting
large amount of data see arguments below
rmtp adopting a timerbased approach assumes that within T
retx
time after sending new packets all
children are able to convey their responses to the parent This T
retx
is a static parameter input during
connection setup and is known to both the parent and the children When the rtt between parent
and child c becomes larger than the T
retx
in use it is possible for the parent to receive a retransmission
request from c for a packet say   after its swle has advanced to say   To cope with these
situations rmtp has a twolevel safety mechanism The parent stores all the sent packets that are not in
the send window
 the most recently sent ones in a cache and the rest on disk If a requested packet  
in this case is not in the cache the parent is required to access the disk and retransmit the packet
The larger the dierence between the rtt to a child and T
retx
becomes the more likely a parent has
to perform disk access Note that T
retx
can get small in comparison to the rtt for reasons that have
nothing to do with dynamically changing membership set
 a small T
retx
may have been chosen at the
setup time or the rtt may increase due to network load Fixing an arbitrarily large T
retx
may solve
	
the problem but adversely increase latency since the parent starts retransmission and transmission of
new packets only after T
retx
timer expires So there is a compelling need for every parent not just the
source to store all transmitted packets even if no child is likely to join an ongoing session
rmtp also employs another timer T
dally
that is set after the entire data or a block in rmtp is
transmitted If successive retransmission requests from a receiver fail to reach the parent node within
T
dally
 the parent may never be able to retransmit that packet as it discards the cached data when T
dally
expires uninterrupted by any nack When a large amount of data is transmitted by rmtp there is
thus an idle period of T
dally
between transmissions of successive blocks and during this period the
parent simply waits to receive no nack This can decrease the throughput
The Scalable Reliable Multicast Protocol srm 	 is developed for manytomany multicast applications
Its main design feature is the decentralized error recovery A node that detects a packet loss multicasts a
request for that packet and any node that has the packet can multicast to facilitate repairing that loss
repair packets are multicast and can speed up recovery in nodes that experience the same loss but have
not yet detected it To avoid simultaneous multicasting of repairrequest packets for a given loss a node
waits on a timer to ascertain the need to multicast a requestrepair packet The eective way to choose
these timers has been discussed for dierent network congurations Thus srm has greater potentials
for faster loss recovery albeit at the expense of network cost
The loss recovery mechanisms of both srm and prmp introduce delays In prmp the delays are due to
the fact that the receiver has to be polled to be able to express the loss to its parent In srm a receiver
waits on a timer before it reports of a loss to other receivers and also before multicasting the packet
lost by some other receiver The recovery time is increased by the delays applied before multicasting a
request or a repair packet To minimize recovery time srm proposes an adaptive mechanism to adjust
the timer values dynamically This increases the computational complexity of protocol and the state
information held by a receiver Though in srm a node need not know explicitly other member nodes
it needs to maintain some information per member such as rtt between itself and that member The
design emphasis appears to be to provide the application a handle to seek tradeo between network cost
and repair time and the possibility of achieving very small repair times at the expense of network cost
 Conclusions and Future Work
Our work on prmp was largely inuenced by a desire to develop a protocol that can eectively play the
role of multicast tcp For this reason the core design of prmp assumes a static list of receivers and
	
the issue of dynamic receiver set is left to be addressed as a secondlevel problem It is also centred
around the need to have feedback control mechanism to minimize losses due to feedback implosion and
thus to speed up recovery The approach taken is pollbased and the mechanism developed can eciently
cater for a heterogeneous set of rtts between a parent and the child nodes The mechanisms employed
for owcontrol loss recovery and congestion control have been developed with throughput and reduced
network cost in mind The simulation results indicate that prmp can provide fast reliable multicasting to
large sets of receivers in the widearea prmp is network conscious in several ways
 implosion avoidance
reduces the amount of feedback packets regardless of group size error control allows losses to be recovered
without interfering with the rest of the group either via unicast or multicast according to cost ow control
prevents unnecessary retransmissions due to overrunning of slow receivers and reduces the number of
poll packets exchanged between nodes of two successive levels in the tree congestion control adapts
dynamically the load being injected into the network so that to avoid most congestion losses Further
the fact that prmp employs a multicastadapted version of tcps windowbased congestion control allows
prmp to coexist fairly with tcp prmps session control allows the same kind of guarantees provided by
tcp and expected by most
prmp achieves reliability in two ways
 i by minimizing the presence of all possible sources of unreliability
such as feedback implosion congestion and buer overow which can cause a packet loss and ii by
ensuring that a parent does its best to deliver full data to all its children and these attempts cease
only when a child fails to respond to a userspecied number of consecutive polls Being a treebased
protocol prmp can also scale well Combining scaleability and reliability involves making tradeos
between many desirable properties of a multicast protocol such as better throughput reduced network
cost small amount of state information etc While prmp can oer good throughput and low network
cost the amount of state information held by a parent node is not small Typically a parent keeps
status regarding all children such as a list with polling request timeouts as well as status regarding each
individual child
 a sending window two rtt estimates and a planned poll This state information is in
fact large compared to other scaleable and reliable protocols in the literature These protocols unlike
prmp are designed to minimize the state information held by a node and do not even require a parent
to know nor maintain the list of all its children that is the status held is independent of group size thus
making the protocol more scalable However we observe below that reducing the state information in a
parent leads to a higher cost for loss recovery and this cost is in one or more of the following
 reduced
latency high message cost need to cache data or frequent disk access etc
When a parent with little state information about children is made solely responsible for retransmission
	
as in rmtp it has insucient data such as recent rtt to decide eectively between the use of multiple
unicasts and single multicast it cannot accurately determine how long it should keep a transmitted packet
for possible retransmission having to cache them When children are also used to repair losses nacks
need to be multicast to the subtree not just to the parent as in srm and tmtp This tends to increase
the network cost and the risk of congestion and implosion Thus we believe prmp is a protocol that
oers high performance with no need for cache or disk only at the expense of explicit small poll packets
and increased protocol state
We are currently extending our work aiming to reduce the network cost by reducing the number of poll
packets required in particular with respect to the congestion control mechanism As future work we
will address issues related to the formation of the treebased structure this is of special importance for
prmp considering the way it propagates data packets from the source to the receivers Also we intend
to investigate a variation of prmp where the source sends data directly to all nodes Finally we plan to
deploy prmp in real networks by using multiple instances of ip multicast groups to implement the packet
storeandforward unreliable multicasting between a node and its child agents
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